THANK YOU
for your purchase!
We hear Amazon may be delivering products by flying drones soon, so we have sent our best carrier
pigeon along for the delivery to make sure it gets to you promptly.
In this document are washing instructions for your blanket and some safety information. Please
make sure you read it all the way through, as we want to make sure everything goes as smoothly as
possible.
Make sure to save these directions someplace that are easily accessible, just in case you need to
reference them again or want to punish your kids by making them read this (although we try hard to
not make generic, boring directions).

We have a couple things to cover before we get into the directions:
1. If you need to contact us about anything at all, you can email us here: support@harkla.co
2. Once you receive your blanket and have had time to test it out, we’d love for you to leave us a
review on Amazon. It really helps us out along with potential customers looking to buy a blanket.

How to Assemble your Weighted Blanket
As you may have already noticed, your blanket is shipped to you in two pieces. It’s easy to put to put together, which we’ll
explain how to do here.

1. Turn the Cover Inside-Out
First off, you’ll want to turn the cover of the blanket inside-out. This will make is easy to tie all the
corners.
Once you’ve done that, lay it flat out on the ground.

2. Tie Corners
A With the blanket cover flat on the ground, lay the padding flat on top of it.

B Now, you’ll want to tie the corners. A simple knot loop knot should work.
Put the white string through the blue loop and pull it tightly though. You actually want a bit of the
corner of the padding to come through the blue loop.

C Now tie a basic knot around the loop.
Keep the white string as tight as possible through this, as it’ll help the weight of the blanket stay
properly distributed.

D Tie a second knot after the first one for some insurance on keeping the padding tied tightly in the
corners.
E Repeat steps A through C for all the corners.

3. Turn the Blanket Right-Side-Out
Now that you have tied all the corners, you’ll simply want to flip the blanket right-side-out to get the
padding on the inside and the cover on the outside!
Zip up the edge and you’re all set!

Weighted Blanket Washing Instructions

Normal Washings
For general cleanings, as you would for a child’s comforter or sheets, you can simply remove the
outer minky layer from the inside padding and machine wash in cold water, on gentle cycle. Tumble
dry on low heat or hang dry. Do not use fabric softener as it will ruin the soft minky material.
To remove the outer layer, simply unzip the minky layer. The zipper can be found on the very edge of
the blanket on the shorter side:

The outer layer is attached to the inside padding with strings tied to loops in the corners. Locate these
ties in the corners and untie them.

From here, you can simply pull the padding out of the outer minky layer and then wash the minky
layer according to the previous directions.

Full Padding & Minky Washing
We don’t recommend washing the inside padding very often, as it can break it up and make it less
uniform. However, this is why it is stitched into sections, so that it will always have distributed weight.
With having a child, you can probably expect things to spill on the blanket. For this, follow the same
washing instructions as above.
1. Separate the two layers (this improves the cleaning and allows them to dry faster)
2. Wash in cold water on a gentle cycle
3. Tumble dry on low heat or hang up the two separate pieces to dry
Do not use fabric softener as it will ruin the soft minky material

Safety Information
We want to keep our customers safe!
But Harkla cannot completely guarantee the safety and proper installation of your product. Harkla is
not responsible for any injury or damage as a result of our product. The blanket should be used with
parent supervision, as it will be heavier than what children are used to.
The recommended safety limits for your product are:
Age: 2+

